Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group phase II studies in advanced measurable colorectal cancer. I. Razoxane, Yoshi-864, piperazinedione, and lomustine.
During a 6-month interval, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group randomized 127 patients who had received prior chemotherapy, and who had advanced measurable, surgically incurable colorectal cancer, to receive piperazinedione (PZD), Yoshi-864, or razoxane (ICRF-159). The observed response (and median survival) rates were: PZD, one of 35 patients (17 weeks); Yoshi-864, one of 34 (19 weeks), and ICRF-159, none of 38 (23 weeks). Among 107 evaluable patients, there were five episodes of life-threatening toxicity with PZD (one death) and four with ICRF-159 (two deaths). In the same protocol, 42 evaluable patients who had not received prior chemotherapy were randomized to be treated with lomustine (CCNU) or one of the three drugs in the "previously treated" trial. One CR (41 weeks) was seen with ICRF-159 and two PRs were seen with CCNU. Life-threatening toxicity occurred in three patients, two who received CCNU (one death) and one who received PZD. No survival advantage was seen. We do not encourage further phase II trials in colorectal cancer with the agents studied.